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Experience Day is April 5
If you’re considering grad school at O’Neill, join us for Experience Day! You’ll be able to meet faculty, staff, other prospective students, and get an invaluable peek into what life will be like as a graduate student at O’Neill. 
Register to attend




                    
            Lead for the greater good
More than a motto – it’s what we do every day at the O’Neill School.




Undergraduate Degree Programs


Master’s Degree Programs


Doctoral Degree Programs


Online






Explore leadership opportunities




Description of the video:
Hi! I'm Sian Mooney, and on behalf of the O'Neill School I'd like to invite you to join us as we celebrate 50 years of the School of Public and Environmental Affairs. 

Charles Bonser: We started the School of Public and Environmental Affairs because we saw a need. It was 1972. The nation was in an era of social and political turmoil. We needed civic leaders and public servants who could be entrusted to make sound decisions. We needed champions for the environment who understood both science and people interacting with it. SPEA was
the right idea at the right time and it still is.

Mooney: Today as we celebrate the O'Neill School's 50th anniversary, we're training the next generation of leaders on both our Bloomington and Indianapolis campuses. 

Paul H. O'Neill: A real leader starts with a proposition that says you don't seek or accept a leadership designation because you get more fame out of it, but because you hunger for the responsibility of making a difference. 

Bonser: We have alumni around the world and they're doing big things. Our current students are going to do the same. They'll be financial managers and policy makers in the U.S. and internationally. They'll run not-for-profits to change people's live. They'll manage museums and festivals impacting cultural policy. They'll be environmental advocates
changing the way that we approach sustainability and energy. They're
preparing for careers they can't even imagine yet at a school that's focused
on tomorrow.

Mooney: The foundation of the O'Neill School is our faculty. For 50 years they've shaped the world around us through their research and they're
recognized globally as leading experts in their fields. 

O'Neill: This was--in those days and i think now, as much as ever-- a thriving community of intellectual pursuit and journey and discovery.

Mooney: During the past 50 years our relentless drive to improve society and ourselves has served the O'neill School and its students well. We will continue to uphold these values for the next 50 years and beyond. In a way we're all just getting started.




Get a top-ranked education
#1MPA in the nation according to U.S. News & World Report
 
Learn more about our master's programs

#5 globally for research: Center for World University Rankings
See all of our rankings

37,000+in the O’Neill School alumni network
 
Visit our alumni pages





Remembering Distinguished Professor Ron Hites

Ron Hites, a renowned researcher in environmental chemistry, dedicated teacher, and mentor passed away January 5. He was 81.
Read the tribute


COP28 reinforces O’Neill’s role in battling climate change

Dean Siân Mooney led a contingent including undergraduate and graduate students to COP28, the United Nation’s climate change conference.
Read the news


O’Neill Speaks podcast 

O’Neill Speaks showcases our world-renowned faculty and researchers who provide their analysis of the most pressing challenges facing society. Our guests will educate and change the way you think about our world.
Go to the podcast






News
	IU leads USAID effort to transform higher education in Vietnam


	From Brazil to Bloomington: IU Executive Education hosts top-level federal Brazilian leaders


	O'Neill Online students provide roadmap for building Latino resource center in southern Indiana


	Generous gift to establish Thomas C. Graham Scholarship and Fellowship programs


	O'Neill School part of Volcker Alliance initiative to combat polarization on university campuses


	From O'Neill graduation to Terre Haute mayor’s office in 30 days


	O'Neill alum empowers communities to conquer environmental threats


	Konisky named editor-in-chief of Environmental Politics


	Guevara named to INVestED Board of Directors


	Ross appointed to Montana Property Tax Task Force


	IU’s 21st Century Scholars Program Collaborates with O’Neill School 


	The O'Neill School remembers Distinguished Professor Ron Hites


	Washington and Lee University and O'Neill School announce partnership


	O’Neill School announces honors for faculty members


	COP28 reinforces O'Neill School's role in battling climate change


	Indiana membership associations facing decline in members, less demand for services, Indiana University study finds


	O'Neill School shows strong presence at ARNOVA Conference 2023 


	Nursing homes, and residents, hardest hit by healthcare employment declines according to JAMA study


	Prices vary widely for the same health services, study finds 


	O'Neill School active at 2023 ABFM Conference in Denver


	Purdue, IU to collaborate on analysis of Indiana’s $500 million economic development efforts


	O'Neill School busy at 2023 NASPAA Conference


	Avellaneda, Konisky selected as Fellows by the National Academy of Public Administration


	O’Neill School celebrates culmination of 50th anniversary with a view toward the future


	Mooney invited to join Strategic Advisory Board at ASU's CORD


	Opportunities Found


	Fulton, Baggetta awarded AmeriCorps grant to continue Observing Civic Engagement


	Research examines pesticide exposure across human-wildlife interactions in Uganda


	IU institute awarded $5 million to help disadvantaged communities expand tree canopy


	Gazley, Cash honored with RGK-ARNOVA President’s Award


	Monroe County prosecutor honored for work promoting equitable justice


	Perry earns JPAE-TPA Award for Excellence in Public Administration Education


	Mooney to serve on EPA’s Clean Air Act Advisory Committee


	The Center for Cultural Affairs publishes new reports on collaboration with the Doris Duke Foundation


	Konisky part of research group awarded $1.125 million EPA grant


	Ross appointed to Indiana State and Local Tax Review Task Force


	O'Neill School welcomes eight new faculty


	Grudi honored with FACET Innovate Award for community engagement


	New research finds a harmful bias towards recycling over reduction and reuse


	Ross, Johnson named editors of Public Budgeting & Finance


	Payne joins O'Neill as executive in residence


	New dashboard highlights utility disconnections, policies across country


	NASA awards $950,000 grant to O’Neill School team for innovative climate change research


	O'Neill student Siebert appointed by Gov. Holcomb to IU Board of Trustees


	Environmental Justice Fellows program inspires first cohort


	Study aims to build better community organization, union partnerships


	O'Neill School announces faculty promotions and hires


	Gronbjerg selected for 2023 Venkat Award


	New approach uncovers scale, scope, and impact of faith-based organizations 


	O’Neill School ranked nation’s best public affairs graduate program in latest U.S. News rankings



View more news and read our blog
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        Jia Xiang, Assistant Professor, Kelley School of Business: “Physicians as Persuaders: Evidence from Hospitals in China”
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        Denvil Duncan, Associate Professor in the School of Public & Environmental Affairs, Indiana University Bloomington: “Consumer Responses to the Electric VAT”
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        O’Neill International Graduate Students Social
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        Andressa M. Venturini, Postdoctoral Scholar at Stanford University: “Soil microorganisms under threat in the Amazon Rainforest (and why we should care)”
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        QA about annual review synopsis
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Additional links and resources


REPORT A BIAS INCIDENT  |  O’NEILL SCHOOL DOCUMENTS   |  FACULTY RESEARCH RESOURCES  |  INTRANET
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